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A SIMPLE METHOD OF PLOTTING THEORETICAL CURVES 

OF NET IONOPHORETIC MOBILITY AS A FUNCTION OF pH 

CONSDEN, GORDON AND M.4RTIN1 derived a formula relating the net ionophoretic 
mobility of an organic electrolyte to the pH of the buffer solution present in the 
paper strip. They also gave formulas for the pH value at which the difference in net 
mobilities of two electrolytes is maximal, and worked out a chart by means of which 
this pH value can be found. It must be pointed out, however, that in certain cases 
the position of the maximum does not correspond to the optimum separation condi- 
tions and larger net mobility differences are obtained when both electrolytes are 
completely ionized. Such a case is illustrated in Fig. I. Aforeover, when the misture 

AU0 

Fig. I. 

to be separated is composed of three or more components, a different pH,t is obtained 
for each pair of components. Therefore, it would be more convenient to know the 
graphical dependence of the net mobilities of the components in the whole pH range; 
plotting of such a dependence is a much simpler ‘task than it appears to be at f&t* 
sight, if some mathematical properties of the function U = f(pH) are taken into account. 
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The formulas for net mobility given by CONSDEN et aZ.l can be represented as 
follows : 

UA = 
2LA 

I + ctia7 (acid) Un = 
ZLI3 

(1) 

where zc is the ionic mobility and U is the observed, net mobility (at a given pH). 
The indices A, B denote acid and base, respectively. 

u = f(pH) curves are S-shaped ;the height of a curve is equal to u, the ionic 
mobility; the inflesion point of a curve is its center of axial symmetry, and lies at 
half-height of the curve ($), and at a pH equal to the pK* of, the acid (or pK* = 

*4 - pKE of a base). It can easily be shown that the position of a curve depends 
solely upon the ionization constant, and the shape solely upon the ionic mobility ZL. 

Denoting anionic net mobility as positive, and cationic net mobility as negative, 
the relationship between net mobility and pH can be represented as shown in Fig. 2. 

Acids 

Fig. 2. 

The diagram can be used to plot the theoretical curve U = f(pH) in the whole pH 
range for a substance of any ionization constant and ionic mobility a. First, on a 
sheet of tracing paper a system of coordinates is drawn with the pH axis in the Same 
scale as in Fig. 2, and the net mobility (U) axis in such a scale that the ionic mobility 
zc of the substance does not exceed the highest curve of Fig. 2. The sheet of tracing 
paper is then laid upon Fig. 2 (right hand side if the substance is an acid, left hand 
side if the substance is a base) and then shifted horizontally, with the pH axes 
overlapping, until the line of inflexion points of Fig. 2 coincides with the pH value 
on the tracing paper equal to the pK* of the substance. The correct position of the 
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plot having thus been found, the curve of which the height is equal to the w (of.;t;he 
substance is copied. If esperimental points have been plotted on the tracing paper 
and one of the theoretical curves of Fig. z is made to fit these points, then the lineof 
inflesion points of Fig. 2 will indicate a pH value on the esperimental plot (on the 
tracing paper, that is equal to the pli-‘~ of the substance (cf. SILL~Q). 

For plotting theoretical curves in any scale, Table I may also be used. 
The method is similar to that of plotting theoretical RF = f(pH) curves in 

buffered paper chromatography” and I< = f(pH) curves3 (I< = partition ratio).. 

Three bases have the following ionic mobilities ancl ionization constants : 

(1) 21; = 5 K; = 10-m 

(2) z& = 4.5 Kl: = 10-11 

(3) 
IN ttt 

2Lg = a.5 KB = 10-8 

The plotted theoretical curves are given in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the resolution 
of all three components is obtained when pH = 3.5. At this pH substance 1 is the 
fastest and substance 2 the slowest. 
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Fig. 3. 

Of course, in formula (I) adsorption and other phenomena have not been taken 
into account, so that deflections from the theoretical curves are to be expected in 
practice. 
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A grapiiical method for the estimation of separation efiiciency as a function cof pII 
in paper ionophoresis of organic acids and bases is clescribed. 
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